
Expand Furniture Launches Outdoor Waterproof Transforming Table

Expand Furniture is proud to announce its most recent exploration into stunning, space saving design
with two contemporary outdoor dining tables. These transforming tables are the latest releases in a line of
patio furniture designed to be durable, stylish, and compact. The Outdoor Box Coffee Transforming Table
and the Outdoor Gigante Console to 10 person table both offer convenience and functionality for small
space living.

The Outdoor Box Coffee Table is equipped with weather and waterproof, high-pressure laminate, along
with powder coated steel legs adorned with durable wheels for easy maneuverability and durability in
outdoor spaces. This table is both compact and comfortable, and can seat up to 10 people when fully
extended. The built in wheels and gas mechanism allow easy operation when lifting and lowering the unit.
This groundbreaking design offers style, elegance, and stability to promote the ultimate outdoor
entertainment. A protective cover is also provided to ensure the ultimate longevity and durability for years
of use. With a Matte White finish or a Grey Wood Panel finish, it can blend seamlessly with any kind of
decor.

Another revolutionary design in their foray into outdoor dining and entertainment is the Outdoor Gigante.
This must-have outdoor transforming table offers up to four extensions tucked neatly away to convert
from a small, compact desk or console table, to a massive dining table that seats more than 10 people at
a time. The self-storing extensions are an added space saver for small home living. The Outdoor Gigante
is ideal for patio dining and is extremely sturdy when faced with large amounts of weight due to the
strong, rotational storage bar.

Just like the Outdoor Box Coffee Table, the Outdoor Gigante is made of the most durable materials that
are both water and weatherproof. The high-pressure laminate finish and powder coated steel legs make it
a perfect option for any patio. Both of these outdoor dining tables can be easily paired with a wide range
of comfortable, compact, and stylish seating options from Expand Furniture. They have a large selection
of space saving folding and extending chairs made of high quality materials and designed for easy use
both indoors and outdoors.

As an industry leader in stylish, space saving furniture, Expand Furniture has consistently provided
unique designs that are ideal for small home living. From the best selling wall bed sofa combos and wall
bed desks and tables, to this newest exploration into outdoor entertainment and transforming furniture,
they provide consistently high quality products that are expertly crafted, fully warrantied, and
multi-functional. Contact Expand Furniture today to learn more about their newest outdoor transforming
patio tables for sale.
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